Everest & Jennings® has maintained the commitment to provide our customers quality wheelchairs. We are proud to offer value and solutions to the industry.

QUALITY:
Our infrastructure and best practices comply with the ISO/ANSI/RESNA and FDA certification.

TRANSPORTATION:
Standard features ensure patient care and staff safety.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
Our customer service and technical support teams consist of talented individuals whose goal is to exceed customer expectations. We strive to work with your Maintenance and Biomedical staff to ensure our products work seamlessly in your facility.

ANTI-THEFT COMPONENTS:
Anti-theft lower frame bars, anti-theft nuts and bolts for front riggings, IV Poles and fixed configurations are available to assist in theft prevention.

BARIATRIC LINE:
The Everest & Jennings® line understands the increasing obesity epidemic and offers chairs in the 500 lb up to 650 lb weight capacity evenly distributed.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES:
Everest & Jennings® also carries a complete line of parts for every wheelchair series as well as common accessories to ensure your wheelchair fleet is well maintained and serviced.

Our wheelchairs reflect the commitment to quality, durability, efficiency and patient comfort as a signature of our work.
Paramount® XD 5PX10 Series

- The Paramount XD chair is built for the bariatric wheelchair user
- Double crossbrace built with reinforced welds and gussets on frame
- Available in 26” and 30” seat widths, 19½” seat depth
- Dual axle allowing seat height adjustment.
- Reinforced nylon upholstery with chart pocket on back
- 8”x 2” non-marking solid casters and 24” solid rear wheels with chromed handrims
- Detachable padded desk arms for easy transfer
- Adjustable swingaway aluminum footrest or elevating legrest with extra wide metallic footplate
- Meets Medicare code K0007 specifications
- Maximum weight capacity 650 lb

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
From the Hospital to Home

Once a patient is discharged and sent home, there are needs that may require the use of a specific wheelchair. Everest & Jennings has you covered with various options to satisfy those needs for different users.

Everest & Jennings®
Rehab Shower Commode 1202 Series

- Designed to be used as a shower, commode and toilet chair all-in-one
- Made of corrosion-resistant stainless steel for durability and sturdiness
- It can be positioned over a standard toilet or be used as a portable, self-contained commode if the user prefers to self-propel
- Available in durable 24" rear wheels with handrims and solid rubber tires, with or without locking pin casters or with four 5" rear casters
- Low-back and Hi-back versions with completely removable full length arms for ease of transfer
- Available in Low-back 14¼", 16" and Hi-Back 17¼", 19½"
- Available in 17 seat width x 18 seat depth on 14¼" and 17¼" and the NEW wider version 20" seat width x 19" seat depth on 16" Low-back and Hi-back 19 ½" models
- Sealed vinyl cushioned oval seat and frame side contours allow easy access and comfort in toileting activities and bowel management procedures
- Removable, hygienic plastic pail and lid are included
- Non-corrosive composite footplates to resist water
- Maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED is 250 lb on 14¼" and 17¼ " back models and 300 lb on 16" and 19½" back models
- Meets Medicare Code E0240 specifications
Hospital Patient Transportation

Patient safety and comfort are two indispensable factors in Patient Transportation within the hospital.

Traveler® SE 3E01 Series

- The Traveler SE is the vinyl wheelchair of choice for standard transportation height adjustment
- Dual axle and multi-position caster forks allow for an adjustable seat height of 18 or 20 inches
- Vinyl upholstery constructed with a strong inner lining for added patient support
- Available with fixed and detachable desk and full length arms along with footrests or elevating legrests
- 250 lb weight capacity - EVENLY DISTRIBUTED for 16x16, 18x16 & 20x16 models & 300 lb weight capacity on 20x18 models

- Meets Medicare code K0001 and K0002, K0006 on 20x18 models
Traveler® HD 3G01 Series

- The Traveler HD is a heavy duty chair that works for patient transportation in hospital environments as it comes with a reinforced frame, double crossbrace, and a long lasting, embossed back and seat upholstery with a double inner liner for durability and support
- Available in 20", 22" and 24" seat widths, with 18" seat depth (1" longer than standard depth to accommodate taller patients)
- Durable aluminum black footplates on footrests or elevating legrests
- Dual axle and multi-position caster forks allow for an adjustable seat height of 18 or 20 inches
- Embossed black leatherette upholstery with double inner lining for durability
- 24" x 1" black plastic wheels with black handrims and non-marking polyurethane tires for smooth movement
- Durable aluminum black footplates for heavy duty use
- Maximum weight capacity 500 lb - EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
- Meets Medicare K0007 specifications
Traveler® HTC 3J01 Series

- The Traveler HTC (Hospital Transport Chair) is an all-in-one wheelchair
- Incorporates special rear wheel lock for specific attendant control
- Available in 20", 22" and 24" seat widths, 18" seat depth (1" longer than standard to accommodate taller patients)
- Comes standard with a telescoping IV Pole and O2 holder that can be installed as fixed if preferred, anti-tippers and anti-theft nuts on elevating legrests to prevent removal
- Padded fixed desk
- Staff push handle bar makes transport easier
- Embossed black leatherette upholstery with double inner lining for durability
- 24" x 1" black plastic wheels with black handrims and non-marking polyurethane tires
- Durable aluminum black footplates for heavy duty use
- Maximum weight capacity 500 lb - EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
- Meets Medicare K0007 specifications
Traveler® L4 3F020 & 3F030 Series
- A high-strength lightweight chair that weighs less than 34 lb without front rigging
- Features a height adjustable back in flame retardant nylon upholstery
- Flip-back arms for lateral transfer
- Anti-tippers are standard and shipped together with front riggings
- Dual axle and multi-position caster forks for an adjustable seat height of 18 or 20 inches
- 24" x 1" black plastic wheels with black handrims and non-marking polyurethane tires make self-propelling easier for the user as provides smoother movement
- Adjustable height arms and quick release axles available in some models
- Maximum weight capacity 250 lb weight capacity (300 lb on models with 18" seat depth)- EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
- Meets Medicare K0004 specifications

Everest & Jennings® Bariatric Home Transport Chair
24" EJ777-3
- Designed for a bariatric user who needs a temporary transport chair with extra width and attendant hand locks.
- Aluminum frame with double crossbrace and 24" wide by 18" depth seat offers extra capacity
- Handle mounted attendant locks and fold-down back makes transport and storage easy for a companion to engage
- 12"-flat free rear wheels with 8" swivel front casters
- Removable flip-back desk length padded arms provide user comfort
- Detachable swingaway footrests for easy transfer
- Includes carry straps on seat for ease of lifting and folding and positioning belt 42" length
- Available with anti-tippers on models after serial number IOS291
- Maximum Weight Capacity 400 lb – EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
- Meets Medicare code E1039 specifications